For the past fourteen years, it has been Keith Miller’s goal to actively pursue

and execute through creative expression the most innovative, beautiful, usable
and intimately relevant solution to any need for improvement in the quality
of life as experienced in the interior environment by the individual, family, or
community involved. Keith’s skill, amiable nature, and meticulous attention
to detail have afforded him exciting opportunities to participate in rewarding
design projects. His award-winning creativity has attracted the attention of
clients with a vast array of taste preferences and project requirements.
In 1993, Keith received a Bachelor of Arts degree in Housing and Interior
Design from the University of Kentucky, a four-year design program accredited
by the Foundation for Interior Design Education Research (FIDER). The
program required each instructor to obtain a doctorate in the field of Interior
Design, hailed professors who apprenticed under acclaimed design research
specialists such as Bauhaus color theorist Josef Albers, and attracted guest
instructors like Architect Michael Graves. In 1998, Keith passed the rigorous
two-day qualification exam offered by the National Council for Interior
Design Qualification (NCIDQ).
Keith and his wife, designer Beth Marie Miller, live and work in downtown
Seattle, Washington. They have operated their own consulting business, Miller
& Associates, since 1995. Along with an array of personal clientele, Keith
has contracted his skills to his colleagues in both residential and commercial
Interior Design.
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“It is my passion to make the living environment a
restful, inviting space to call ‘Home’ – whatever that
means to the clients I serve. I love working with
people, transforming rooms in a building into the
most comfortable, livable, and enlivening spaces for
everyday life, recuperation and solace.
“I love the uniqueness of each extraordinary
individual I consult – and their kids, their pets, their
messy offices, and interesting lives.”

“My husband surprised me
by whisking me away while
Keith and King 5’s Evening
Magazine completely
renovated our home office.
It was incredible!
That’s all I could say.
Keith is a genius.”
- Anne Wambach,
Garden designer and
mother of 2 teenage boys
“In all my many years,
I have never been treated
with such courtesy and
kindness. Keith was so
attentive and expedient
in servicing my needs. “
He is truly a
delight to work with.”
- Mrs. Barbara Himmelman,
40-year resident of
Broadmoor in Seattle
“We are so pleased with the
living spaces Keith created
for us. He knew exactly
how to bring the most
tasteful additions
into our home
to embellish the things
we already had.
And most important for us,
he was sensitive to our
financial concerns.”
- Dr. Charlotte Hardy
Andrezik,
Psychiatrist
“He won’t force his
opinions on you.
With warmth and charm
he’ll convince you that
his professional expertise
is trustworthy.”
- Katherine Nelson-Hall,
Antique & Fine Arts

Specialist

